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Dear Sirs:

I live in Palo Alto and must object to your Bay Area Plan 2050.

So much is wrong with it. You are not an elected body, yet are playing an illegal God with our land and communities.

Your housing numbers will forever change our communities and turn them into mini-cities, which few except developers and real estate personnel desire.

You will decrease livability and destroy all that makes the Peninsula desirable.

I refer you to Mr. Greg Schmidt’s excellent and comprehensive letter attached below. It lists many of the issues wrong with your plan. I will gladly join a lawsuit against Bay Area Plan 2050 and will actively work to unseat any legislator who supports it.

Maybe you are not aware of the recent news article stating 40% of those currently living in San Francisco plan on moving from San Francisco to elsewhere. Or of the numbers of people planning to move to less expensive locations now that they can work remotely. Or of the forecasted severe drought and water shortage California likely faces. Or the extensive empty work spaces littering the Bay Area.

Please, please stop your insanity. Place your ambitious plans on hold and let the COVID-19 changes settle in.

Your Plan may be more unnecessary and destructive than even you realize. Thank you

Rita C. Vrhel
Phone:[redacted]